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Abstract:

The aim of this paper is to investigate the gentrification process by applying an
,
urban spatial model of gentrification, based on Smith s (1979; 1987; 1996)
Rent Gap theory. The rich sociological literature on the topic mainly assumes
gentrification to be a cultural phenomenon, namely the result of a demand
pressure of the suburban middle and upper class, willing to return to the city
(Ley, 1980; Lipton, 1977, May, 1996). Little attempt has been made to
investigate and build a sound economic explanation on the causes of the
process. The Rent Gap theory (RGT) of Neil Smith still represents an
,
important contribution in this direction. At the heart of Smith s argument there
is the assumption that gentrification takes place because capitals return to the
inner city, creating opportunities for residential relocation and profit. This
paper illustrates a dynamic model of Smith's theory through a multi-agent/
cellular automata system approach (Batty, 2005) developed on a Netlogo
platform. A set of behavioural rules for each agent involved (homeowner,
landlord, tenant and developer, and the passive ﬁdwellingﬂ agent with their rent
and level of decay) are formalised. The simulations show the surge of
neighbouring degradation or renovation and population turn over, starting with
different initial states of decay and estate rent values. Consistent with a Self
Organized Criticality approach, the model shows that non linear interactions at
local level may produce different configurations of the system at macro level.
This paper represents a further development of a previous version of the model
(Diappi, Bolchi, 2005). The model proposed here includes some more realistic
factors inspired by the features of housing market dynamics in the city of
Milan. It includes the shape of the potential rent according to city form and
functions, the subdivision in areal submarkets according to the current rents,
and their maintenance levels. The model has a more realistic visualisation of
the city and its form, and is able to show the different dynamics of the
emergent neighbourhoods in the last ten years in Milan.
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INTRODUCTION

The massive regeneration processes and significant changes in central
neighbourhoods of European cities brings to the fore the gentrification issue.
Far from being an unified and standardized process, gentrification occurs in
various ways in different cities neighbourhoods, implying a variety of actors.
The relevance of the phenomenon has earned many attempts to analyse,
measure and compare different urban trends. Recently a special issue of
Urban Studies (2003) has presented a wide survey of contributions on this
topic.
The complex nature of gentrification was recognised in the mid 1980s by
Rose (1984) and Beauregard (1986) which define the process as a “chaotic
concept connoting many diverse if interrelated events and processes [that]
have been aggregated under a single (ideological) label and have been
assumed to require a single causal explanation” (Beauregard, 1986, p. 40).
Nevertheless, most of the literature still deals with the stage model drawn
in the ’70 by the Marxist economist Neil Smith (1979). According to this
model, gentrification is a supply driven process, where investors and their
capitals intervene in run-down neighbourhoods in order to capitalise on the
“rent gap” or on potential increase in value in these neighbourhoods.
Investors cause this by buying dwellings, renovating and reselling them to
more affluent members of the “middle-high” class.
The Smith’s theory act as a counterpoint to the demand side, consumer’s
sovereignty approach of David Ley (1992) and others, which views in
gentrification the rise of a new middle class with new tastes and new utility
functions in housing preferences.
The Smith’s idea still represents a benchmark in gentrification theories
and approaches; this paper develops a Multi Agent model which is based on
its stage process.
The process is particularly suitable to be modelled into the Multi-Agent
framework. The interest of the theory lies in the interplay among actors
involved in the process, each of them being influenced by their knowledge:
for property owners, landlords and tenants the knowledge is local and based
on observations on the neighbourhood; they decide what to do with their
properties on the basis of local information and an interactive imitative
behaviour with neighbours.
Developers, big investors and, more recently, new actors coming on the
urban scene, like cultural pioneers in search of alternative spaces, invest and
locate on the basis of global knowledge of the whole urban real estate
market.
It should be noted that, in this theoretical framework, the gentrification
modelling fits both with the MAS approach, given the plurality of
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behavioural rules interacting each other, as well as with the Cellular
Automata agents logic, since the proximity in the neighbourhood plays a
crucial role. This paper represents a further development of a previous
version of the model (Diappi, Bolchi, 2005), which was mainly devoted to
explore, through simulations, the key parameter values for the evolution of
the system. The simulations have shown an oscillatory, periodic behaviour
of the system trends for a wide range of parameters.

2.

THE SMITH’S STAGE MODEL

According to Smith’s Rent Gap theory, gentrification is the last of
successive stages affecting the housing stock cycle. Before briefly
illustrating the theory it is worth recalling the Smith’s definition of some key
variables.
Smith defines capitalised rent (CR) the value of the building plus the
ground rent, while potential rent (PR) is the rent value evaluated if a site
were developed for its “highest and best use”.
During the first cycle of use the ground rent is likely to increase as urban
development continues outward, and the house value will begin to decline
very slowly. Depreciation will induce a price decrease, but the extent of this
decrease will depend on how much the ground rent has also changed in the
same period.
In areas which experience initial depreciation, landlords and
homeowners, who are aware of the imminent decline, are likely to sell out
and seek newer homes where their investments will be safer.
At this stage, there is a tendency of the neighbourhood to convert to
rental tenancy unless repairs are undertaken. This transition, typical of
declining housing market, is expected to bring some degree of under
maintenance which will yield surplus capitals to be invested elsewhere. The
outflow of capitals increases the local degradation and individual efforts to
counteract this decline are overwhelmed by the “neighbourhood”. Even an
individual landlord or owner which looked after his property would be
forced to charge higher than average rent in the neighbourhood putting his
property out of the market. The collective process of “undermaintenance”
leads to progressive depreciation of real estate. Those tenants which are able
to pay a suitable rent for a good housing quality and are aware of the
increasing physical and social decay of the neighbourhood, look for a new
dwelling and move away. Their flat, probably put on the market at lower
rent, will be occupied by a more disadvantaged household. A filtering down
process is taking place.
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The physical deterioration and economic depreciation of the inner city
neighbourhoods is a strictly logical and rational outcome of housing market.
This depreciation creates the objective economic conditions for a rationale
response of the market: capital revaluation. Developers decide to invest on
the basis of the rent gap between the actual capitalised rent and the potential
rent. When the rent gap is sufficiently large, the gentrification process starts.
Investments become profitable, capitals flow into the market and determine
the physical regeneration of the area, and the household turnover upwards.
Some different actors may lead to gentrification. In many European cities
they include few, young and acculturated, single yuppies or households
(pioneers), in search of urban niches facilitating alternative urban life styles.
Until now, gentrification has been presented as a spontaneous process.
Actually the same process can arise as an undesired effect of public
regeneration policies or projects. This usually starts by a single regeneration
project, which may further trigger redevelopment in the area and eventually
reduce the Gap between the potential and capitalized rent. The subsequent
stages involve wealthier middle class households and real estate developers.
The final stage is marked by the consolidation of the new upper class nature
of these neighbourhoods.

3.

THE CASE STUDY: GENTRIFICATION
IN MILAN

In the last few years the housing market in Milan has shown one of the
higher and sudden increases in prices of the last decades. Over the same
period the city has lost approximately ten per cent of his one million and
three hundred thousand inhabitants. Although most European and US cities
have experienced suburbanisation or disurbanisation, the massive loss of
population in Milan has been mainly driven by the speculative nature of real
estate market and the rise a new affluent creative class (Florida, 2001) in the
design and fashion industry - which characterizes the worldwide known
image of Milan.
In the past, the city has experienced many gentrification waves. The first
one, experienced in the sixties, affected mainly the core of the city within the
Canals (Navigli) ring. The second one, which took place in the seventies,
deeply transformed the more popular and dense urban neighbourhoods in the
area between the two rings of Canals and of the Spanish walls, and affected
also some peripheral areas with a strong environmental character like the
radial axes along the canals towards the south east of the city. In the nineties,
gentrification expanded in some peripheral areas where the existing old,
generally multi-store, industrial buildings were particularly suitable to the
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modern spaces for the emerging creative activities. However, in the second
half of the nineties one further wave, more significant than previous ones,
arose in connection with the real estate “bubble” which invested extensively
most of the more successful cities in Europe. In this respect, it should be
noted that the gentrification wave not only expands in time, but affects also
the rings already gentrified in the past, producing further population
turnover.
Currently, the centre of Milan is assisting to the transformation of already
gentrified prosperous and solid upper-middle class neighbourhoods into
much more exclusive and expensive enclaves. This intensified gentrification
is happening in few selected areas that have become the focus of intense and
conspicuous consumption by a new generation of very rich “financiers”. As
Neil Smith pointed out “the hallmark of this latest phase of gentrification is
the reach of global capital down to local neighbourhood scale”.

4.

THE AGENT BASED MODEL SET UP

The Smith’s approach offers the opportunity to investigate the process
through a Multi Agent/Cellular Automata model.
It is well known (Batty, 2005) that in all MAS model a clear distinction
should be made between the set of objects called agents {A} and sets of cells
or layers that define different landscapes {L}. There are M agents, each one
indexed by k and defined as existing in the location i and at time t, Aik (t),
k = 1, 2, …., M. There are W different landscapes and in each landscape Ȝ
there are N cells where each location at time t is defined by Li Ȝ (t),
Ȝ = 1,2,….,W; i = 1,2,…N.
The agents react purposively to their environment which is encoded in
the landscape and that action and interaction between agents and landscapes
can always be defined in these terms.
In our model we consider four types of agents: landlords, tenants,
homeowners and developers. The cells are the property units (PUi) or real
estate units, each of them being characterised by a location i, a potential rent
PRi (t) and a capitalised rent varying over time, CRi(t), a maintenance status
MSi (t), ranging from zero (very bad) to one (new).
In this model CRi(t) coincides with the real estate value or transaction
value exchanged on the market in i “given the present land use” (Smith,
1979, p. 543) at time t.
The Potential Rent PRi(t) is “the amount of rent) that could be
capitalised under the land’s highest and best use”. PRi is then correlated to
the demand of real estate investments and to the attractiveness of the city as
a whole. This variable is strongly influenced by global factors such as the
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relative position of the city among national and international urban networks
and the relative convenience to invest in real estate instead of in movable
goods (the recent real estate speculative bubble is a clear evidence of this).
Other local factors such as the long term loan interest rates, the policies on
housing market, the tax treatment of real estate are also crucial. Given all
these conditions let’s assume, for potential rent, a conic form, according to
Hoyt (1933) and Wingo (1961) and Alonso (1965), which consider land rent
explained in terms of accessibility, being the latter perfectly complementary
to transportation costs. Indeed, empirical data on real estate values in Milan
confirm the conical form of urban rent (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, potential rent
may also represent the expected value after renewal or rehabilitation. In a
dynamic perspective the city evolves and some neighbourhoods emerge and
gentrify while others decline. It may be assumed that, being equal the
distance from the centre, the potential rent at d coincides with the
neighbourhood’s highest real estate rent among all the neighbourhoods
included in the ring with d distance from the centre, since this area has been
able to capture the highest and best use. The interpolation of the top values
for each radius gives the conic surface of potential rent for the city (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Evolution of the real estate rents in Milan from the center northwards over the
period 1961-1988.
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Figure 2. Potential rent is obtained through the interpolation of the rent top values.

In its process dynamics the model identifies the following agents and
decision rules:
The initial state of simulations is generated by randomly attributing an age
xi to each property unit i. Its conservation state depends on age according to
the function:

Di x, t e Oxi
(1)
where O is a constant annual decay rate. Each time the property unit
undergoes rehabilitation, its age restarts from zero.
The capitalised rent is the market value of the property at time t. At the
new construction time t0 his capitalised rent CRi ( x, t0 ) coincides with the
potential rent PRi (t0). Then, with the increasing ageing of the property,
CRi ( x, t0 ) declines:

PRi t 0 e  Ox

CRi x, t 0

(2)
At each cycle, the owner of the property unit evaluates the advantage in
rehabilitating it, knowing that after rehabilitation, the capitalised rent of his
building will equal the average rent of property units in the neighbourhood.
The expected rent NRi r , t is then calculated as the average of capitalised
rent of the neighbourhood, defined over the J PUs within a radius r:
J

NRi r , t

¦j

CR j x, t

1

,
(3)
J
The cost of rehabilitation Ci(x) increases with the age of buildings.
Assuming C0 as the initial construction cost, set constant for all the PUs:

Ci x

C 0 1  e O x ,

(4)
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If:

NRi r , t  CRi x, t ! Ci x
(5)
then the building i is renovated, xi is set to 0 and the rent CRi x, t is
equal to NRi r , t .
At each run of the model, the “tenant” agents – who are classified
according to their income and therefore to the rent they are willing to pay –
evaluate the decay level of the property unit and its rent compared to the rent
paid, and decide whether to stay or to move.
During the evolution of the system some properties may develop a rent
gap, defined as:
Rent Gapi (t) = >PRi  CRi t

@

PRi

Or alternatively:
Rent Gapi (t) = PRi – CRi
At this stage, investors may intervene. At each cycle they have a certain
amount of capital available B(t) for rehabilitating property. Having global
information they can identify for which building the difference between
potential rent and capitalised rent is greater than a certain threshold G:
Rent Gap(i) > G
(6)
Investors begin to invest in those properties having the higher rent gap
among those where (6) applies. Its rehabilitation cost is calculated using (4)
and subtracted from the available capital. The age of the building xi is set
equal to 0 and the capitalised rent is recalculated. Unlike the situation when
rehabilitation is carried out by owners, it is equal to the potential rent:
CRi t  1 PRi t
(7)
The random selection of a PU with adequate rent gap is repeated and the
procedure reiterated until the available capital is exhausted.
The whole procedure is repeated for a number of cycles which mainly
depends on the parameter values selected. Simulations can be regarded as
useful when results are stable over a large number of cycles.
In a previous paper (Diappi and Bolchi, 2005) the authors have illustrated
the results obtained through simulations on an abstract city on which one by
one the parameters have been implemented within a wide range of values.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL

The model considers the evolution of the real estate market in Milan from
1993 to 2003. At this stage, our aim is to produce a simplified model of the
spatial dynamics of the phenomenon able to show the leading factors which
affect real estate dynamics.
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The model runs on a Netlogo Platform. Giving the abstract nature of the
model, some simplifying assumptions have been made. This implies a
geometrical approximation from the irregular network of blocks to a regular
grid of cells. Each cell represents a property unit which changes maintenance
level and capitalised rent over time. The visual representation of Netlogo
allows distinguishing the local dynamics of cells through different colour
and shades. The model has been set up on the basis of the following
conditions:
The study area has been divided in 67 zones according to the real estate
submarkets identified by Borsino Immobiliare (Real estate stock exchange)
of the Chamber of Commerce of Milan, an institution which provides every
six months for each zone the real estate quotations:
x for sale and for rental
x for different land uses: dwellings, offices, shops and industrial
buildings and
x for age of the property (new, recent (5-30 years) and old (> 30
years)) .
The average values for residential use has been assumed in the model as
capitalised rent. The potential rent has been estimated as a conic function
which interpolates the highest values for each ring. In each zone the share of
buildings for each maintenance status (very good, good, bad and very bad),
has been derived from 1991 and 2001 National Census Data. At the
beginning in each zone the maintenance status is allocated to each property
through a Monte Carlo procedure. Other parameters are:
Annual Decay rate Ȝ = 0,02
Available capital = 100.000
Construction cost for each building = 1000
Neighbourhood radius =10 cells
Capitalised rent ranges from 1500 to 7000
The measure of the rent gap threshold turned out to be crucial in our
experiments. Indeed, there are two possible options: the first one measures,
for each cell, the rent difference between PR and CR; the second one
considers the ratio of CR over PR. In both cases investors begin to invest in
those properties having the higher rent gap. We assumed:
Rent Gap = (PRi-CRi) or >PRi  CRi t @ PRi
These first experiments do not include the landlord/tenant actors and do
not consider explicitly the residential mobility. It should be said that rented
dwellings, excluding social housing stock, in Milan represent only 13% of
the total housing stock on free market.
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a. 1993

b. 1998

a. 2003
Figure 3. The evolution of the average real estate values in Milan in the period 1993-2003
(Source: Borsino Immobiliare Chamber of Commerce of Milan).
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FIRST RESULTS

The Data on the real estate values in the area is represented in Fig. 3 a,b,c.
All the three figures show that the rents are declining from the central topical
values to the periphery. Nevertheless, some relevant differences affect the
tree images. First of all the peak values, and consequently all the other
values, drop in the middle of the period considered, namely 1998. As it is
well known in real estate economics, this market is usually undergoing a
cyclical trend of ten years. In the model this typical trend can be included by
modifying the potential rent function.
Second, when the new wave of demand emerges, the centre of the city is
the first to be involved; here the prices increase at higher rate than in the rest
of the urban area.
The first simulation A assumes the above mentioned parameter values
and the rent gap measured in absolute terms. Given the conic form of
potential rent, high profits turn out to advantage big investors which are able
to put massive investments in the centre.
When the rent gap is measured as ratio >PRi  CRi t @ PRi (simulation
B), the range of investors involved widens, while also in areas with relative
low PR, it should be convenient, for agents with limited budget, to invest,
taking advantage of the relative cheap prices of the properties.
This is shown in simulations A (Fig. 4) and B (Fig. 5). The simulations
A, in which investments are taking place according to the highest rent gap,
show continuing investments in the central and semi-central areas, while
peripheries are abandoned to a constant decline; whereas simulation B,
number of cycles being equal (100), shows a more complex structure. It is
worth noting here a spontaneous emergence of semi-peripheral and
peripheral neighbourhoods. This is the realistic result which reproduces the
revitalisation of old parts of the city by “pioneers” in search of spaces for
innovative activities.
Moreover, when the rent gap threshold is given in terms of “ratio” the
average maintenance level is higher (case B - cycle 100, average CR = 2632;
case A - cycle 100, average CR = 1005). Since the amount of available
capitals is the same for both simulations, there is, in B, a higher number of
investors operating on the market with a diffused improvement for the city
as a whole.
Looking at the whole sequence of simulation B, is worth to note the
cyclical dynamics of the maintenance levels and, in general terms of the
spatial pattern of the system. At the beginning investors renovate some
isolated semi-central areas; then the property owners strengthen and widen
the investments northwards and southwards (cycle 30). Afterwards the
gentrification process affects some peripheral neighbourhoods as well (cycle
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50). Finally the city centre and north-western part of the city undergoes a
new gentrification wave (cycle 60).

a

c
b

d

e

Figure 4. Simulation A – Investors rule: heighest rent gap (a)-The simulation environment of
Netlogo; (b)-Initial state; (c)- the maintenance classes trends; (d)-cycle 40; (e)- cycle 100.
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Figure 5. Simulation B – investors rule: highest ratio of rent gap over potential rent - cycles
(a) 40, (b) 50, (c) 60, (d) 70, (e) 80, (f) 90 and (g) 100; (h) maintenance classes dynamics.
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The simulations have shown that the real estate market logic is able to
produce gentrification waves endogenously. In, approximately, 60 cycles
investments restart in the urban centre and spread out progressively through
the city. The gentrified neighbourhood never reaches a steady state or a
mature equilibrium point.
New actors and subsequent real estate investments can destabilise the
local housing market when a new regeneration/gentrification process is
taking place. Social benchmarks are continuously moving upward producing
new waves of neighbourhoods gentrification.

7.

FEW CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

A systematic exploration of the model is already underway and it is
addressed to investigate the relationships between model parameters and the
way different values lead to different spatial pattern. In these first run the
model was able to give an approximate description of the spatial pattern of
gentrification. In our opinion the Smith’s theory has provided a sound
starting point for a MAS model. An important result obtained from
numerical simulations is the key role of potential rent and the way in which
the rent gap measure influences the evolution of the market. A further
indication of the relevance of this model is the “ancillary” role of the
neighbourhood effect with respect to the investors driving force. The
implementation can be further refined with the inclusion of relevant factors
such as age, urban fabric typology and tenure.
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